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As the con+ict between Ukraine and Russia continues to escalate and dominate the world's

attention, the increasing evidence that the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is and has been

working to create and arm an insurgency in the country has received considerably little attention

considering its likely consequences.

This is particularly true given that former CIA oFcials and a former Secretary of State are now

openly saying that the CIA is following the "models" of past CIA-backed insurgencies in

Afghanistan and Syria for its plans in Ukraine. Given that those countries have been ravaged by

war as a direct result of those insurgencies, this bodes poorly for Ukraine.

Yet, this insurgency is poised to have consequences that reach far beyond Ukraine. It increasingly

appears that the CIA sees the insurgency it is creating as more than an opportunity to take its

hybrid war against Russia ever closer to its borders. As this report will show, it appears the CIA is

determined to manifest a prophecy propagated by its own ranks over the past two years.

This prediction from former and current intelligence oFcials dates from at least early 2020 and

holds that a "transnational white supremacist network" with alleged ties to the Ukraine con+ict

will be the next global catastrophe to befall the world as the threat of Covid-19 recedes.

Per these "predictions", this global network of white supremacists – allegedly with a group linked

to the con+ict in the Donbas region of Ukraine at its core – is to become the new Islamic State-

style threat and will undoubtedly be used as the pretext to launch the still-dormant infrastructure

set up last year by the US government under President Biden for an Orwellian "War on Domestic

Terror."

Given that this CIA-driven effort to build an insurgency in Ukraine began as far back as 2015 and

that the groups it has trained (and continues to train) include those with overt Neo-Nazi

connections, it seems that this "coming Ukrainian insurgency," as it has been recently called, is

already here.

In that context, we are left with the unnerving possibility that this latest escalation of the Ukraine-

Russia con+ict has merely served as the opening act for the newest iteration of the seemingly

endless "War on Terror."

Insurgency Rising

Soon after Russia began military operations in Ukraine, Foreign Affairs – the media arm of the

Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) – published an article entitled "The Coming Ukrainian

Insurgency."

The piece was authored by Douglas London, a self-described "retired Russian-speaking CIA

operations oFcer who served in Central Asia and managed agency counterinsurgency

operations." He asserted in the article that "Putin will face a long, bloody insurgency that will

spread across multiple borders" with the potential to create "widening unrest that could

destabilize other countries in Russia's orbit."

Other notable statements made by London include his assertion that "the United States will

invariably be a major and essential source of backing for a Ukrainian insurgency."

He also states that "As the United States learned in Vietnam and Afghanistan, an insurgency that

has reliable supply lines, ample reserves of ^ghters, and sanctuary over the border can sustain

itself inde^nitely, sap an occupying army's will to ^ght, and exhaust political support for the

occupation at home."

London explicitly refers to models for this apparently imminent Ukrainian insurgency as the CIA-

backed insurgencies in Afghanistan in the 1980s and the "moderate rebels" in Syria from 2011 to

the present.

London isn't alone in promoting these past CIA-backed insurgencies as a model for "covert" US

aid to Ukraine. Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, whose State Department helped to

create the "moderate rebel" insurgency in Syria and oversaw the US and NATO-backed

destruction of Libya, appeared on MSNBC on February 28th to say essentially the same.

In her interview, Clinton cited the CIA-backed insurgency in Afghanistan as "the model that

people [in the US government] are now looking toward" with respect to the situation in Ukraine.

She also references the insurgency in Syria in similar fashion in the same interview. It is worth

noting that Clinton's former deputy chief of staff when she was Secretary of State, Jake Sullivan,

is now Biden's National Security Adviser.

The Afghanistan insurgency, initially backed by the US and CIA beginning in the late 1970s under

the name Operation Cyclone, subsequently spawned the US empire's supposedly mortal enemies

– the Taliban and Al Qaeda – who would go on to fuel the post-9/11 "War on Terror."

The US' campaign against the descendants of the insurgency it had once backed resulted in

horri^c destruction in Afghanistan and a litany of dead and war crimes, as well as the longest

(and thus most expensive) war and occupation in American military history. It also resulted in the

bombings and destruction of several other countries along with the whittling down of civil

liberties domestically.

Similarly, in Syria, the US and CIA's backing of "moderate rebels" was and remains incredibly

destructive to the country it supposedly wants to merely "liberate" from the rule of Bashar al-

Assad. The US military continues to occupy critical areas of that country.

With these openly touted as "models" for the "coming Ukraine insurgency," what is to become of

Ukraine, then? If the history of CIA-backed insurgencies is any indicator, it heralds signi^cantly

more destruction and more suffering for its people than the current Russian military campaign.

Ukraine will become a failed state and a killing ^eld. Those in the West cheering on their

governments' support for the Ukrainian side of the con+ict would do well to realize this,

particularly in the United States, as it will only lead to the escalation of yet another deadly proxy

war.

However, in addition to the above, we must also consider the very unsettling reality that this

Ukrainian insurgency began to be formed by the CIA at least several months, if not several

years, prior to Russia's currently ongoing military campaign in Ukraine. Yahoo! News reported in

January that the CIA has been overseeing a covert training program for Ukrainian intelligence

operatives and special ops forces since 2015.

Their report explicitly quotes one former CIA oFcial with knowledge of the program as saying

that the CIA has been "training an insurgency" and has been conducting this training at an

undisclosed US military base. This training of Ukrainian "insurgents" was supported by the

Obama, Trump, and now Biden administrations, with the latter two expanding its operations.

While the CIA denied to Yahoo! that it was training an insurgency, a New York Times report also

published in January stated that the US is considering support for an insurgency in Ukraine if

Russia invades.

Given that the CIA, at that time and prior to this year, has been warning of an imminent Russian

invasion of Ukraine up until the current escalation of hostilities took place, it is worth asking if the

US government and the CIA helped "pull the trigger" by intentionally crossing Russia's "red lines"

with respect to NATO encroachment in Ukraine and post-2014 Ukraine's acquisition of nuclear

weapons when it became clear that the CIA's repeated predictions about an "imminent" invasion

failed to materialize.

Russia's red lines with Ukraine have been stated clearly – and violated repeatedly by the US – for

years. Notably, the US' efforts to provide lethal aid to Ukraine have coincided with the winding

down of its lethal support to Syrian "rebels", suggesting that the US war and intelligence

apparatus has long seen Ukraine as the "next" on its list of proxy wars.

However, more recently, the CIA's warnings of an imminent invasion of Ukraine were scoffed at,

not only by many American analysts, but also apparently by both the Russian and Ukrainian

governments themselves.

It is alleged that this all changed, at least from the Russian perspective, following Ukrainian

President Volodymyr Zelensky's claim at the Munich Security Conference that his government

would seek to make Ukraine a nuclear power in violation of the 1994 Budapest Memorandum.

Surely, Zelensky and his supporters in Washington DC and Langley, Virginia would have known

that such an extreme claim from Zelensky would elicit a response from Russia.

One need only consider the reverberations that follow any country announcing its intentions to

become a nuclear power on the world stage. Russian leadership has since made the case that

they felt compelled to act militarily after Ukraine, which has been regularly attacking separatists

along its border with Russia with embedded paramilitary units that have called for the

"extermination" of ethnic Russians who live in those regions, announced plans to acquire nukes.

In addition, given Ukraine's growing ties to NATO and its desire to integrate itself into that

alliance, these theoretical nuclear weapons would be NATO-controlled nukes on Russia's border.

Zelensky, the US, and their other allied parties surely knew that this intention, particularly its

admission in public, would push an already tense situation to the next level.

Of course, this statement from Zelensky followed a US-led airlift of weapons to Ukraine early last

month, weeks before the current Russian military campaign. US lethal aid to Ukraine has

previously been described as being tantamount to a "declaration of war" on Russia by the US, per

members of Russia's Ministry of Defense as far back as 2017.

It is worth considering that these red lines and the potential to cross them was discussed by

Zelensky and representatives of Ukraine's intelligence services when they met with the head of

the CIA, William Burns, in January. The CIA, at that time, was already claiming a Russian invasion

of Ukraine was imminent. Given the events described above, could it be possible that the CIA

wanted to bring about the insurgency they have been preparing for, potentially since 2015?

Would they have done so by pushing their allies in Ukraine's government to manifest the

conditions necessary to begin that insurgency, i.e. prompting them to cross Russia's "red lines" to

elicit the reaction needed to launch a pre-planned insurgency? With the CIA also training

Ukraine's intelligence operatives for nearly seven years, the possibility is certainly one to

consider.

If this theory is more than plausible and close to the truth of how we got here, we are left with

more questions, mainly – Why would the CIA look to launch this insurgency in Ukraine and why

now? The apparent answer may surprise you.

Manufacturing the Narrative and the Threat

In May 2020, Politico published an article entitled "Experts Knew a Pandemic Was Coming. Here's

What They're Worried About Next."

The article was written by Garrett Graff, former editor of Politico, a professor at Georgetown's

Journalism and Public Relations program, and director of cyber initiatives at The Aspen Institute

– a "non-partisan" think tank funded largely by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the Carnegie

Corporation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Graff's introduction to the piece states the

following:

"Every year, the intelligence community releases the Worldwide Threat Assessment — a

distillation of worrisome global trends, risks, problem spots and emerging perils.

But this year, the public hearing on the assessment, usually held in January or February,

was canceled, evidently because intelligence leaders, who usually testify in a rare open

hearing together, were worried their comments would aggravate President Donald Trump.

And the government has not yet publicly released a 2020 threat report."

In 2020, the CIA did not release a "worldwide" threat assessment for the ^rst time since it ^rst

began annually releasing them decades ago. This article published by Politico was intended by

Graff to serve as a "Domestic Threat Assessment" in the absence of the CIA's Worldwide Threat

Assessment and is styled as a "list of the most signi^cant events that might impact the United

States" in the short, medium and long terms.

Graff created this Threat Assessment document after interviewing "more than a dozen thought

leaders," many of whom were "current and former national security and intelligence oFcials." A

few months later, the Department of Homeland Security, for the ^rst time since its creation in

2003, would publish its own "Homeland" Threat Assessment in October of that year.

As I noted at the time, this signalled a major shift within the US national security/intelligence

apparatus away from "foreign terror", its ostensible focus since 9/11, to "domestic terror."

Just months after this Homeland Threat Assessment was published, the war on domestic

terror would be launched in the wake of the events of January 6th, which itself was apparently

foreseen by then-DHS oFcial Elizabeth Neumann.

In early 2020, Neumann had presciently stated: "It feels like we are at the doorstep of another

9/11 — maybe not something that catastrophic in terms of the visual or the numbers — but that

we can see it building, and we don't quite know how to stop it."

Indeed, when January 6th took place, no real effort was made by Capitol Police or other law

enforcement oFcials present to stop the so-called "riot", with plenty of footage from the event

instead showing law enforcement waving the supposed "insurrectionists" into the Capitol

building.

This, however, did not stop top politicians and national security oFcials from labelling January

6th as the "another 9/11" that Neumann had apparently predicted. Notably, the DHS' ^rst-ever

Homeland Threat Assessment, Neumann's warning, and the subsequent oFcial narrative

regarding the events of January 6th were all heavily focused on the threat of "white supremacist

terror attacks" on the US homeland.

Returning to the May 2020 Politico article – Graff notes that many supposed pandemic "experts",

which – per Graff – includes Bill Gates and US intelligence oFcials James Clapper and Dan

Coats, had "projected the spread of a novel virus and the economic impacts it would bring" as

well as "details about the speci^c challenges" the US would face during the initial phase of the

Covid-19 crisis. Graff then asks "What other catastrophes are coming that we aren't planning

for?"

According to the "thought leaders" he consulted for this piece, which included several current and

former intelligence oFcials, the most immediate "near-term threat" likely to disrupt life in the US

and beyond following Covid was "the Globalization of White Supremacy." In discussing this

imminent threat, Graff wrote:

"'Terrorism' today conjures images of ISIS Jghters and suicide bombers. But if you ask

national security oKcials about the top near-term terrorism threat on their radar, they

almost universally point to the rising problem of white nationalist violence and the

insidious way that groups that formerly existed locally have been knitting themselves

together into a global web of white supremacism.

In recent weeks, the State Department — for the Jrst time — formally designated a white

supremacist organization, the Russian Imperial Movement, as a terrorist organization, in

part because it's trying to train and seed adherents around the globe, inspiring them to

carry out terror attacks …" (emphasis added)

Graff then adds that "There are serious — and explicit — warnings about this coming from U.S.

government and foreign oFcials that eerily echo the warnings that came about for al Qaeda

before 9/11." He then quotes FBI Director Christopher Wray as stating:

"It's not just the ease and the speed with which these attacks can happen, but the connectivity

that the attacks generate. One unstable, disaffected actor hunkered down, alone, in his mom's

basement in one corner of the country, getting further ^red up by similar people half a world

away. That increases the complexity of domestic terrorism cases we have in a way that is really

challenging."

This quote from Wray was ^rst published in a piece Graff had written a month prior to publishing

his Politico piece. The focus of that interview centered around domestic terrorism in the US, with

extensive discussion about the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing and the Russian Imperial

Movement.

In that article, published in Wired, the State Department's coordinator for counterterrorism,

Nathan Sales, characterized that movement as "a terrorist group that provides paramilitary-style

training to neo-Nazis and white supremacists, and it plays a prominent role in trying to rally like-

minded Europeans and Americans into a common front against their perceived enemies."

This Russian Imperial Movement, or RIM, advocates for the re-establishment of the pre-1917

Russian empire, which would exert in+uence over all territory inhabited by ethnic Russians. Their

ideology is described as white supremacist, monarchist, ultra-nationalist, pro-Russian Orthodox,

and anti-Semitic. They are not considered neo-Nazi, but have worked to build ties with other, far-

right groups with neo-Nazi connections.

RIM was allegedly responsible for training a bomber whose acts resulted in no deaths in Sweden

from 2016-2017. The bomber, Victor Melin, was not an active RIM member but was reportedly

trained by them, and he conducted 2 of his 3 bombings with an individual completely unaFliated

with RIM. Melin was, however, a member of the Nordic Resistance Movement at the time.

A few years later, in April 2020, RIM became the ^rst "white supremacist" group to be labeled a

Specially Designated Global Terrorist Entity (SDGT) by the US, despite not being tied to an act of

terror since 2017 and despite those previous acts resulting in no deaths. The acts of terror cited

as justiRcation by then Secretary of State Mike Pompeo were those perpetrated by Melin.

However, the Nordic Resistance Movement, of which Melin was an active member at the time of

the bombings, did not receive the SDGT label, even though it is signi^cantly larger in terms of

membership and reach than RIM. The decision to label RIM this way was considered

"unprecedented" at the time.

It has since been claimed that the group now numbers in the "several thousand" worldwide,

though little publicly available evidence exists to support this statistic and that statistic notably

only emerged roughly a month after the US terror designation and originated from a US-based

institute. There are also no statistics available on the number of individuals they have allegedly

trained via their paramilitary arm, known as the Imperial Legion.

Per the US government, RIM's reach is global and extends to the US. However, its US ties are

based on dubious allegations of a relationship with Atomwaffen Division's Russian aFliate and a

"personal relationship" with the 2017 "Unite the Right" rally organizer Matthew Heimbach.

However, this again is based on the allegations (not direct evidence) that Heimbach received

funds from RIM.

Heimbach's group, the Traditionalist Workers' Party, has been inactive since 2018, two years

before the US SDGT designation for RIM. It is also alleged that RIM offered to train other "Unite

the Right" ^gures, though RIM and the "white supremacists" who supposedly received this offer

deny the reports. Furthermore, there remains no evidence of any US citizen ever participating in

paramilitary training with RIM.

This contradicts Nathan Sales' April 2020 claim that RIM plays "a prominent role in trying to rally

like-minded Europeans and Americans into a common front against their perceived

enemies." Despite the lack of evidence left-leaning, non-partisan, and right-leaning think tanks

have continued to use RIM as proof of a "large, interconnected, transnational network" of violent

white supremacists.

It seems odd that a group that is apparently small and very limited in terms of its presence in the

US and that is responsible for no deadly terror attacks would earn the honor of becoming the ^rst

US-designed, white supremacist Specially Designated Global Terrorist Entity. This is especially

true when the acts cited as justi^cation for the SDGT designation were committed by a member

of a different, larger group, a group that did not receive this designation at the time or in the years

since.

However, in the context of current events in Ukraine, the 2020 designation of RIM begins to make

more sense, at least from the US national security perspective.

RIM is alleged to support separatists in Ukraine's Donetsk and Luhansk regions since 2014 and

has been described by the US as "anti-Ukrainian." These regions are at the center of the current

con+ict and its most recent escalation last month.

The US government and pro-Western think tanks list RIM's "Rrst attack" as its involvement in the

con+ict in eastern Ukraine. According to Stanford University's Center for International Security

and Cooperation (CISAC), the number of ^ghters sent by or trained by RIM in Eastern Ukraine is

unknown, though one report states RIM sent "groups of ^ve to six ^ghters" from Russia to

Eastern Ukraine in mid-June 2014.

RIM's paramilitary arm, the Imperial Legion, has not been active in Ukraine since January 2016.

However, some reports have asserted that "some individuals opted to stay and continue ^ghting."

Claims have also been made in more recent years that RIM members have fought in the Syrian

con+ict and in Libya on the side of General Haftar.

Following this "^rst attack," Stanford's CISAC claims that, from 2015 to 2020, they have been

"building a transnational network," though as previously noted – their success in that endeavor is

based on reports of dubious authenticity and/or signi^cance, particularly in the United States.

However, their alleged role on the side of separatists in the Donbass has been used by US think

tanks to argue that RIM advances Moscow's policy goals, which they say include "seeking to fuel

white supremacist extremism in Europe and the United States."

Some think tanks in the US, like Just Security, have used RIM to argue that Russia's government

plays a major role in "transnational white supremacy" due to "a mutual affection between Western

white supremacists and the Russian government." They claim that because Russia "tolerates"

RIM's presence domestically, "the Kremlin facilitates the growth of right-wing extremism in

Europe and the United States that exacerbates threats to the stability of democratic

governments."

However, what Just Security fails to mention is that RIM has vocally opposed and protested

against Putin's government, has been labeled an extremist group by the Russian government and

has even had its oFces raided by Russian police because of their opposition to Putin's

leadership.

Notably, Just Security's advisors included former CIA deputy director and Event 201 participant,

Avril Haines as well as former deputy chief of staff to Hillary Clinton at the State Department,

Jake Sullivan. Haines and Sullivan now serve as Biden's Director of National Intelligence (i.e. the

top intelligence oFcial in the country) and Biden's National Security adviser, respectively.

The Dawn of "Domestic Terror"

As a result of the current escalation of events in Ukraine, it appears inevitable that the effort to

use RIM to paint Russia as a driving force behind "transnational white supremacism" are due to

resurface. This effort appears to have as one of its goals the minimization of the role that neo-

Nazi groups like the Azov Battalion, the Neo-Nazi paramilitary unit embedded within Ukraine's

National Guard, are actively playing in the current hostilities.

In January of this year, Jacobin published an article about the CIA efforts to seed an insurgency

in Ukraine, noting that "everything we know points to the likelihood that [the groups being trained

by the CIA] includes Neo-Nazis inspiring far-right terrorists across the world."

It cites a 2020 report from West Point which states that: "A number of prominent individuals

among far-right extremist groups in the United States and Europe have actively sought out

relationships with representatives of the far-right in Ukraine, speci^cally the National Corps and
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its associated militia, the Azov Regiment."

It adds that "US-based individuals have spoken or written about how the training available in

Ukraine might assist them and others in their paramilitary-style activities at home."

Even the FBI, though more publicly concerned about RIM, has been forced to admit that US-based

white supremacists have cultivated ties with the group, with the Bureau stating in a 2018

indictment that Azov "is believed to have participated in training and radicalizing United States–

based white supremacy organizations." In contrast, there remains no proof of any concrete ties of

a single US citizen to RIM.

With the CIA now backing an insurgency that prominent former CIA oFcials are claiming will

"spread across multiple borders," the fact that the forces being trained and armed by the agency

as part of this "coming insurgency" include Azov battalion is signi^cant.

It seems that the CIA is determined to create yet another self-ful^lling prophecy by breeding the

very network of "global white supremacy" that intelligence oFcials have claimed is the "next" big

threat after the Covid-19 crisis wanes.

The injection of the group RIM into the narrative should also be of concern. It seems plausible,

given the pre-con+ict terror designation for the group and its alleged past ties to the Ukraine

con+ict, that a CIA-trained Ukrainian insurgent, perhaps from a group like Azov or an equivalent,

would willingly pose as a member of RIM, allowing RIM to be labeled as the "new Al Qaeda", with

its base of operations conveniently located in Russia and its presence there "tolerated" by

Moscow.

It certainly would serve the now, rather pervasive narrative equating Putin with Adolf Hitler in the

wake of Russia's decision to launch its military campaign in Ukraine. It would also serve to

launch, in earnest, the up-until-now largely dormant War on Domestic Terror, the infrastructure for

which was launched by the Biden administration just last year.

While January 6th was used to equate support for former President Donald Trump with neo-

Nazism and white supremacism, recent articles that have followed Russia's recent military

campaign against Ukraine deliberately link this "Putin as Hitler" narrative with US Republicans. US

conservatives have long been the focus of "domestic terror" fear-mongering over the past several

years (They are also, incidentally, the majority of gun owners).

An editorial by Robert Reich published in The Guardian on March 1st claims "the world is

frighteningly locked in a battle to the death between democracy and authoritarianism." Reich

goes onto to state that Russia's incursion into Ukraine "is a new cold war … The biggest

difference between the old cold war and the new one is that authoritarian neo-fascism is no

longer just an external threat to America and Europe.

A version of it is also growing inside western Europe and the US. It has even taken over one of

America's major political parties. The Trump-led Republican party does not openly support Putin,

but the Republican party's animus toward democracy is expressed in ways familiar to Putin and

other autocrats." Other articles making similar claims have appeared in The New York

Times and The Intercept, among others, in just the past week.

On March 2, Salon followed Reich's piece with a similar editorial entitled "How white supremacy

fuels the Republican love affair with Vladimir Putin," which concludes with the assertion that

"today's Republican Party is America's and the world's largest white supremacist and

white identity organization" and "that "conservatism" and racism are now fully one and the same

thing here in America."

As this muddying of the waters regarding the relationship among Putin, the US Republican Party,

and white supremacism escalates, we also have intelligence agencies in Europe and the US

increasingly linking opposition to Covid measures, like lockdowns and vaccine mandates, to neo-

Nazism, white supremacism and the far-right, frequently with little to no evidence.

This recently occurred with the Freedom Convoy in Canada and, more recently, German security

agencies and oFcials asserted just days ago that they can no longer distinguish between "far-

right radicals" and those who oppose vaccine mandates and Covid restrictions. However, these

efforts to link opposition to Covid measures with "domestic terrorism" and the far-right go back

to 2020.

In addition to these trends, it also seems inevitable that the "Russian misinformation" label, used

and abused for the past several years so that any dissenting narrative was often labeled

"Russian" in origin, is likely to make a comeback in this context and provide the justi^cation for a

zealous censorship campaign online and particularly on social media, where this "transnational

white supremacist network" is said to be dependent upon for its supposed success.

The coming "global white supremacist" terror threat, if we are to believe our unusually prescient

intelligence oFcials, appears to be the "next thing" to befall the world as the Covid crisis wanes.

It also appears that the CIA has crowned itself the midwife and chosen Ukraine as the birthplace

of this new "terror threat," one which will create not only the next proxy war between US empire

and its adversaries, but also the pretext to launch the "War on Domestic Terror" in North America

and Europe.
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Guillermou
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The support of the United States and the CIA are the basis of many warlike, political and economic con+icts in the world. NATO's

expansion eastward to the Russian border was poisoning relations with Moscow. but the magnitude of the aggressive moves taken by

the Pentagon and the CIA are only now becoming apparent. For years, the Kremlin made it emphatically clear that inviting Ukraine to

join NATO would cross a red line that would threaten Russia's vital security interests. In this article, Dorfman documented the scope of

other provocative military measures that Washington pursued regarding Ukraine. The CIA “conducted a series of covert moves that

helped prepare the Ukrainian security services for the current crisis.

Shortly after Russia annexed Crimea in 2014, the agency began secret paramilitary training programs for Ukrainian special operations

personnel in the United States and on Ukraine's former Eastern Front. “US and Ukrainian intelligence have even engaged in joint

offensive cyber operations against Russian government targets, according to former oFcials. CIA oFcials have also regularly traveled

to Ukraine on intelligence exchanges, and Ukrainian intelligence oFcials have made reciprocal visits to the US to exchange

information.” www.globalresearch.ca/washington-helped-trigger-ukraine-war/5775501  (03/27/2022) On April 6, 2020, the US

Department of State designated the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM) as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist Entity (SDGT).

The Department also individually designated three of the group's leaders: Stanislav Anatolyevich Vorobyev, Denis Valliullovich Gariyev,

and Nikolay Nikolayevich Trushchalov. The Russian Imperial Movement (RIM), a St. Petersburg-based white supremacist group, is

increasingly expanding its reach beyond Russia by establishing transnational networks with like-minded white supremacist and

neo-Nazi groups, warn experts. group.
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This article seeks to illuminate RIM's designation by locating it within the broader transnational WSE movement. RIM has "a

confrontational symbiosis" with the Russian government, which gives the group "a lot of freedom to interact with far-right and

neo-Nazi groups in the West, but only as long as they don't cause too much trouble in Russia." The organization operates two

paramilitary training facilities in St. Petersburg, through which it offers a training course that RIM calls "Partisan." RIM has

supported WSE activity beyond Russia and Ukraine. icct.nl/publication/the-russian-imperial-movement-rim-and-its-links-to..

 (2020) 2017-2021.state.gov/designation-of-the-russian-imperial-movement/index..  (2020) This war is also being channeled to

increase the pro^ts of big capital.

With oil prices rising to near-record levels due to Russia's ongoing war in Ukraine, companies that produce oil and gas in the

United States are in line for tens of billions in additional pro^ts. The invasion of Ukraine helps fossil fuel interests promote a

further expansion of lique^ed natural gas (LNG) exports.

Theoretically, this is to replace Russian gas in Europe. EQT, the largest gas company in the US, launched a brazen PR campaign.

His plan is titled "Unleashing America's LNG: The Largest Green Initiative on the Planet." They have invented talking points to sell

LNG as a security measure against the climate crisis they have helped cause:

www.globalresearch.ca/us-oil-gas-companies-set-make-tens-billions-more..  (01/04/2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/fracking-execs-see-ukraine-crisis-oil-gas-goldmi..  (01/04/2022)
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Maybe these genius level "supremacists" should learn how to read. > > > I am a Russian Cheerleader > > > ANDREW ANGLIN •

MARCH 30, 2022 > > > www.unz.com/.../i-am-a-russian-cheerleader
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I really don’t know what to make of all of this. The world has gone crazy. It is a scary time when people become zombies.  The universe

offers diverse and endless technicolor opportunities to live in peace and thrive, but tyrants see so few of them, only black & white

options. All large budgets and bureaucracies attract megalomaniacs and power-mongers. There is always graft, fraud and corruption by

those who pursue undeserved money and power. The struggle is even worse if there is a void in leadership. Persons who are paying

attention will observe the ongoing movements of troops and armaments… the sudden increases in shortages… escalating in+ation…

restricted freedoms… a desperate attempt to convince us that our institutions remain strong (educational, justice, economic, medical,

etc.) as the dominos fall.

Those who are wise are taking actions.  Even so, being responsible for your self and your family is now being scorned in much of the

media. More and more I hear descriptions of “preppers” linked to “conspiracy theorists”—as if it is somehow immoral to not be

dependent and think your own thoughts. Why would it be wrong to take steps to make sure your children do not starve or freeze to

death? Isn’t that what good and responsible parents do? How can people be so brain washed that they can be convinced to abandon all

that is decent and reasonable?
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"...There is always graft, fraud and corruption by those who pursue undeserved money and power.." YES, this is a de^nition that

characterizes USA, and those who control US, the Pharmaceutical Cartels, Technocratic cartels(google, fb....etc.) and CFR.
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Too much mercury, aluminum, lead, and +uoride delivered directly into the brains of very young children… all dumb them down

and make them more susceptible to brain washing. Add a high sugar diet and sedentary lifestyle. It’s a disaster.
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It brings forward the thought that anyone, particularly those of us born near the end of WW2, that has accepted the ideas and concepts

of the freedom to think and act, always within the rule of law, to keep ourselves and those around us; safe . . . are now to be seen as

potential terrorists; while all the time, the real terrorism is being actively promoted by the likes of the United States Central Intelligence

Agency. I am currently reading Freedom of the Press, In England, 1476-1776 by Fredrick S. Siebert, published by The University of

Illinois at Urbana, 1952. The sub title reads: The Rise And Decline Of Government Controls.

What comes around; goes around . . . comes to mind. Humanity seems destined to keep repeating the same mistakes, over and over

again. May I suggest that everyone reads: Enough Already, Time to end the war on terrorism by Scott Horton ISBN-13:

978-1-7336473-4-2 or ISBN-10: 1-7336473-4-1 Published by The Libertarian Institute, Austin Texas. War remains the easiest route to

wealth. How we can bring about necessary change to that paradigm, presents the greatest challenge to those of us still believing in a

concept of peaceful co-existence; between peoples of any other nation.
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I must admit it is hilarious that in a US centric world it is immoral to stand for anything that the USA disapproves of. I expect it is also

immoral to to not actually LIKE the USA unless you are a US extreme left wing liberal from the pink haired femminist LGBT and/or

radical black ethnic sectors? Are they ok? The media seems to love them because it ^ts in with US Bolshevism i.e., the US central bank.

I am amazed to see this ridiculous article in a Mercola newsletter. Mercola is a LIBERAL after all. OK. As for "neo-***" what exactly does

that mean. (RHETORIC - not looking for an answer btw). 'New ***' maybe as in new inscriptions from previous "allied" demographics? It

can't possibly be referring to third and fourth generation descendants of the axis powers who haven't yet been brainwashed by

Hollywood now can it. Ridiculous article.
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“People have been stealing apples from one another’s trees for over 5000 years and there’s still not enough food to go around” -

Paul Vonharnish -
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It would be naïve to think that the Empire of Lies (USA) does not have a long term plan aimed at enhancing its hegemony, and

fomenting a wide range of problems around the world to keep global citizens and unfriendly governments in confusion and fear. The

Romans were well known for their 'divide and conquer' strategy, one which has been used successfully down the ages. The US is also

very good at creating division and discord, and does not care how much destruction, death and suffering it causes along the way. If

each US taxpayers really understood how much destruction, death and suffering he/she was contributing to with every dollar paid, it

would cause a revolution.
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The Roman empire eventually collapsed and every other empire has followed then same trend. The rise and fall or all empires or

pseudo-empires is evidently a structural element of all history. Except so far none of them have threatened the very existence of

humanity.
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If only we the taxpayers and employers of all of the criminals in our government would stop paying our taxes which amounts to

their paychecks, maybe then we could accomplish making a difference. What will the criminals in our government do? Arrest us

all? I doubt it!
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Three valid points, Galeforce, navisos and rakey. According to one source, more than 20 million have been sacri^ced to U.S.

hegemony SINCE the end of the second world war. The many victim nations include Korea, Afghanistan, Iraq, Vietnam. Now

Ukraine dirty dealings with experimental biolabs and NATO incursions much too close to Russian soil for comfort tread a

dangerous path - or is it all theatre as in 9/11 and its aftermath - just another psyops drama to give licence for more repression

and human rights violations?   We were brought up to regard the U.S.

as our fellow soldiers in battle, our post war saviours in protecting world peace by waging wars in far off lands, and the “special

relationship” between the U.S. and the U.K. was our saviour in the cold war and beyond. But maybe we were misled. The

continuation of wars as an effective method of population control ^ts neatly into the globalist agenda and their openly stated aim

of world government and destruction of the free world.  

www.globalresearch.ca/us-has-killed-more-than-20-million-people-in-37-..
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To the editors: please note - you can’t start a new paragraph in the middle of a sentence.
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Dr. Mercola's news is always full of valuable information about Ukraine and the CIA. Please, be aware! Dr. Brian Ardis will uncover

terrible crimes (child traFcking as well) next week in a report that will be revealed in a few months. Next week, he'll be featured in Mike

Adams' Brighteon. On 06/ 6/ 2022, there is a chance that a new plandemic will begin. He stated in the Covid Secrets series that the

Cabal likes symbols and that the plandemic will most likely begin on 06/ 6/2022 ( 666). God bless Dr. Mercola and Dr. Ardis.
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Zelensky is European Osama bin laden and Azzov nazi battalion is European Al Qaeda. USA initially supported Bin Laden too. Didn't end

well. They always loose and never learn. Leaving devastation and destruction behind.
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People are 'paralyzed' by a much more treacherous poison: the rubbish in the media. If you have a completely distorted mind and

perception, it means that you are already poisoned. There is no war in Ukraine, just as there are no viruses. Everything is a theater,

literally. The only truth is human suffering, which produces energy for the entities that feed on it. What is being prepared is the "alien

invasion" ... or "the coming of the angels of God from heaven" :)) Are you ready? Because that will be the 'keystone' of ... the work :] I

mean: the New World Order ... which everyone will accept as a "solution" to get out of...the crisis :))) In reality, the man is in front of the

^nal exam, the one who says what your place is.

The spirit has no 'half measures'. You follow the truth or not. The law has no other rules. Love is the only truth that exists in creation.

Those who choose to turn love into suffering is their choice. Abundance is in every particle of the human being. What you amplify, that

you will be. If you choose to live in illusion, you will consume your energy in illusion. Wake up. Love everything that exists. Love turns

everything into truth, because truth is one with love. You are the truth
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In my entire life I have never seen so much hate. My mind blows. Kids are tought in school to hate and kill Russians, the history in the

school's books is re-written, those books are published by NATO.... so many people have been tortured and murdered, every city has

"libraries" which are torture chambers. Tones drugs are left behind which points to the psychological state of the Ukrainian soldiers.

Only one TV Channel left and from this channel 24/7 lies and hate, they urge to kill Russians starting with children... and now Ukraine is

stuffed with weapons and west continue to provide with more weapons.

A monkey with the granite. Black sea is full of bomb, every inch of Donbass and Luhansk is turned into mine ^eld... What they doing to

prisoners has no words, while Ukrainian prisoners are in warmth and safety, provided with med care and fed 3 times a day... Ukraine is a

pawn, Europe is a pawn. The big game is between the US and Britain vs Russia.  There is a saying: "Don't dig the pit for another, you will

fall into it yourself". And this is how it will end, unfortunately, as always, the innocent will suffer
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Yes tan, I saw the clip of the young Ukrainian man speaking on morning Ukrainian television about how Russians had to die

starting with the children. Most people in the west have no idea that such hatred is featured on morning tv. In the broadcast, he

also referenced a senior oFcer of Nazi Germany- yet the west plays down any connection between Nazi ideologies and the

Ukrainian army.
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What this is,is a war of propaganda. 90 % of what we read are lies, 10% is truth. This is a challenge for all of us.
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Who runs the CIA, it sounds like someone besides the US government runs it, we should not be interfering in other countries

government, we have enough problems here in the United States. MMC88121
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read up on the Khazarian ma^a (runs everything and controls the bankers)

themillenniumreport.com/2019/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-rothschild-k..
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Global events have awakened more people to the need to be more resourceful. So much is taken for granted. What have you done today

or this week to make yourself more resilient during the increasingly diFcult times ahead? Are you increasing your food production?

Saving heirloom seed? Where will your meat (eggs, dairy, sweeteners, grains/starches) come from? Can you harvest, prepare and

preserve basic foods for long-term storage? (How much can you do if you live in an apartment?) reuse leftovers, inc. citrus peel for the

zest or marinating (white part) in white vinegar to make a cleaning spray. Have a reliable source of good water? What have you done to

reduce your heating/warmth, fuel and energy needs? Can you start a ^re? What is your plan for waste disposal? Avoid certain types of

products that create a lot of waste that must be hauled away—esp.

those terrible compact +uorescent light bulbs. (Burn, compost, critter feed, recycling centers may not be open.) Have you obtained the

clothing your family will need, inc. seasonal wear (esp. cold weather), underwear and footwear? Can you hand-down clothing items or

swap with other families? Do you repurpose fabric, yarn remnants and worn out cloth items? Can you start a cottage industry for side

income? Have you learned useful skills or taken inventory of what you need to learn? Can you produce something that is needed

(tools)? Are you prepared to educate your own children—esp.

if they are in the public school system! (So much they do not get taught!) A decent reference library? (With a history book, copy of the

constitution and bill of rights.) Are you monitoring your own health and doing what you can to improve it and remain healthy? Is your

medicinary adequately stocked? What will you do for toiletries?  -continued-
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-continued- Can your family entertain themselves? Work well together? (Or do you allow your children whine and complain until

they get their own way?) What have you done to help and support your friends and neighbors? Do you know who is reliable and

skilled? What is your medical expertise/training? Have you sought harmony in the spiritual aspects of your life? Consider

alternatives to life without paper goods such as toilet paper, disposable diapers, paper plates and wraps, Kleenex, paper towels,

sanitary supplies, etc. Disposable canning lids. Purchasing new seed and fertilizer every year.

Life without electricity—washing machines/dryers, dishwashers, lighting, refrigeration, entertainments, communication and

computers as (reference and recipes). Learn to cook from scratch if you have not already done so—bulk amounts of a few basic

ingredients can be used in various ways. You should be able to prepare many basic recipes without a cookbook or recipe. Has

your existence become so regimented that you can no longer think outside the box, are dependent on others and look to

government to solve your problems?
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This is for apartment dwellers: You may not be able to do everything, but there is still a lot you can do. Turn your balcony into an

intensive garden and go vertical considering the direction of the sunlight. You may need to consider shade tolerant plants and

which do best with morning or afternoon sun. Set larger plant pots with tender crops inside a glass sliding door if you have one.

(Protect carpet under plants with plastic desk mats. Does not matter if they are old and ugly, but not cracked—look for discards.)

Chain store bakeries give away frosting buckets (2-gallon, 5-gallon).

Drill drain holes and use as planters. Also, recycled kiddie pool gardens. Use your window sills for sprouts and microgreens.

Maybe grow lights. Even if you cannot produce all your own food, it will help your health and budget to provide at least one fresh

fruit, vegetable or salad a day from spring thru fall.  If you have 12”W x 18”L x 7”H boxes, you can store 24 #10 (gallon-sized)

cans of food. (6 gallons/box) That requires barely more than one square foot of +oor space! Make a desk or table by stacking

boxes under opposite ends and placing a recycled door across the top.

If you stack it to less than counter height, you have stored 24 gallons of food. Dehydrated foods will take up even less space and

be shelf-stable for a long time. Stack food in a corner, in the back of a closet, on the bottom of a bookshelf, behind a sofa, under

a side table with a skirt, under a bed, etc. To discourage thefts in times of unrest, I like to clearly label larger boxes with labels

such as “baby pictures”, “old newspaper clippings”, etc. -continued-
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-continued- Watch Craigslist free for free food. Ask whether food banks make unwanted food available to the public. Check out

the website Falling Fruit, but be aware that it is not up-to-date. You should always ask permission before you pick on private land

in case a new homeowner has moved in. Get to know sportsmen and farmers who might otherwise discard organ meats or have

more ^sh than they want to clean. If you live near a coast, buy whole ^sh off the boat and clean it yourself. Since you do not have

yardwork, use your weekends for hunting, ^shing, gleaning and foraging. Pack a picnic and spend a day ^shing. Check out local

parks for wild foods, but be cautious of sprayed areas.  Trade labor for food.

Garden work and weed pulling. Canning food for others. Etc. De^nitely get to know your neighbors. If there is a shared

community space in your apartment building, consider holding swap meets, “garage” sales, educational seminars, holiday

bazaars to sell craft items, etc. Where windows do not open, use curtains (space blankets, one side silver) to de+ect sunlight or

hold heat. Tack them along the edge of wood trim above doors/windows with stickpins so holes will not show. Set holes over

pins for easy removal, as necessary. Is your bicycle in good condition? (Esp. tires.) Do you have a pull-along or carrier

baskets/bags? My legs are not very good for skateboarding!
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All this is spelled out in the Bible, what is happening- and, what will happen to the world. (Read Matthew 24, Daniel and revelation) It’s

the only book that prophecy has already come 100% true(mostly regarding Jesus ^rst coming, but also for example Cyrus mentioned

100 years before he was born). There is a time coming called the Great Tribulation, where unless you take a mark on your wrist or

forehead (chip implanted?) nobody can buy or sell. Sounds like we are close doesn’t it? Starvation is temporary though, because if you

take it you will not go to heaven but, be eternally damned. Only one Way out of this mess is to accept Jesus as Savior of your life. Give

Him your sin, and He will give you eternal life and peace to face anything. If you have questions about this, please ^nd a Bible or listen

to a good preacher like Jack Hibbs. God bless
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Yes, the world does seem crazy from the outside, while from the inside I watch my beloved neighbors going about their lives making the

best of things, trying to cut their own grass even while disabled, being diagnosed with illnesses, taking care of their children and

grandchildren, and feeding stray animals. My neighbors represent the best of humanity. This article is horrifying for it’s likely accuracy

describing this creation of threat. It’s all so scary as I do watch the narratives gain traction. What are we doing????!!!!!!
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Purposeful dialectic folks. Since they set up Eastern Europe & the supposedly 'democratic' Soviet Union after the war, then play savior &

boogeyman heading the sheep always in the same lying, bloody direction to the desire of the Pygmalion dreaming antichrist craft elites

of the global corporates. They scare the bewhilikers out of folks, making them amenable to a seemingly lesser evil. Don't fall for it. Also,

I don't do friends request but seek to remain separated but in the light, seeking peace with all men so far as it lies with me. The friends

request is just too reminiscent of the old steering & compromising, extorting covert manipulation of old MYSTERY, BABYLON THE

GREAT & her confessional, & crony expert, 'approved' , sorted, initiated & 'certi^ed' counselors.

Prove all things, & judge all individually as does God & by his preserved word, the incorruptible seed; not their dialectic & arbitrary fakes

& phonies corrupted of men & the god & spirit they serve: that old ^rst self-corrupted, that fallen cherub of Ezekiel 28 & Isaiah 14 KJB,

the father of lies & king over all the children of pride, Leviathan, the serpent, the dragon 'wisdom' that ain't. The beginning of wisdom is

the fear of the Lord, and the righteous man hateth every lie & is valiant for the truth.

God gives over all those who turn from the truth to lies, refusing to love the truth that they might be saved: and it's a bad trade, a fool's

trade, to deny truth & the Lord's provided salvation to trade the eternal for the temporal, and vainly, idolatrously, crafted by the builders

who've rejected the chief cornerstone: remaining without the only & adequate remedy or cleansing & covering, willfully choosing to

remain in corruption eternally, blinded by their own pride.
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I am no more afraid of "white supramicism" (ridiculous made-up word!) than I am the Zombie Apocalypse! If those corrupt liars in the

government can make everybody believe "white supramicism" is the world's biggest threat, then God help us all! It is beyond ridiculous!
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And right after Trump won the election in Nov. 2016, the very next month McCain and Graham and Klobuchar made a trip to Ukraine

where they exhort the Ukranians to provoke Putin and attack him hard. And they did it on video. www.youtube.com/watch
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Any time I see "white supremacy" mentioned, it serves as a note to dismiss whoever is using the term as a wholly unserious person or

group of people while at the same time seeing the person or group as dangerous. It is compounded when a relative lightweight like

Robert Reich feigns concern over a battle between "democracy and authoritarianism." He leaves out how people like him are either

involved in or supportive of wholly undemocratic tactics like silencing or de-platforming anyone who dares express a contrary view.

 Sadly, he is representative of a political class that no longer cares what the governed think. These people don't just lie to our faces; they

do so knowing that they're lying and knowing that we know they're lying.

But they do it anyway because what are we going to do about it? Electing a few GOP squishes does not change what the political

structure has become - an exercise in power-grabbing and self-enrichment at the expense of ordinary people. Instead of being

governed, we are becoming ruled.  The elected class believes we work for them rather than the other way around and not without some

justi^cation. How many people see every issue or question as an excuse for govt to "do something," no matter govt's track record of

often making problems even worse. And while the public approval rating of Congress makes used car salespeople look good, about

90% or so of incumbents will be re-elected.

Apparently, our representative is golden; it's just the rest of them who are rotten.  How predictable that there is an effort to export the

"white nationalist/supremacist" hysteria globally, especially to nations that are 95% or more white in the ^rst place. Does anyone think

Xi and the Chinese are clutching their pearls over this alleged white menace that evidently lives under every bed and around every

corner? No, of course, not. Because the Chinese don't bother themselves with culture wars that are designed solely to divide people.
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Oh Boy! This article is misplaced.. Certainly many of us realize that the military industrial complex that Eisenhower warned us about is

completely out of control at this time. Yes America has lost its way but this does not alter the fact that Russia[ a TRUE Ma^a State

without question run by a MASS Murderer] is an even more destructive totalitarian state as are China, and North Korea. Excruciating

over the Geo political madness and who's the most egregious nation today is not going to help us to navigate our own Totalitarian

landscape. In my opinion we need to remain focused on how to take this nation back from the corporate criminals that run it today. We

need to do what's necessary to generate a Nuremberg trials part two and put the big Pharma mob in jail.
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Everyday gets more threatening and all is part of the globalists agenda to tear the world down to implement their NWO reset. Good

thing I fear not and trust in my Lord, not the evil that surrounds us!
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Zelensky is a clown
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As the truth of the Covid plandemic comes out THEY needed to create a new distraction hence the Russian-Ukraine con+ict
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I really don’t know what to make of all of this. The universe offers diverse and endless technicolor opportunities to live in peace and

thrive, but tyrants see so few of them, only black & white options. All large budgets and bureaucracies attract megalomaniacs and

power-mongers. There is always graft, fraud and corruption by those who pursue undeserved money and power. The struggle is even

worse if there is a void in leadership. Persons who are paying attention will observe the ongoing movements of troops and armaments…

the sudden increases in shortages… escalating in+ation… restricted freedoms… a desperate attempt to convince us that our institutions

remain strong (educational, justice, economic, medical, etc.) as the dominos fall.

Those who are wise are taking actions.  Even so, being responsible for your self and your family is now being scorned in much of the

media. More and more I hear descriptions of “preppers” linked to “conspiracy theorists”—as if it is somehow immoral to not be

dependent and think your own thoughts. Why would it be wrong to take steps to make sure your children do not starve or freeze to

death? Isn’t that what good and responsible parents do? How can people be so brain washed that they can be convinced to abandon all

that is decent and reasonable?
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The more things change; the more they remain the same. This civilization is on the precipice. It can't hang on for much longer! This will

become clear - very soon!
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Nothing new in Ukraine. Bloody massacres(pogroms) of Jews exists there since 17th century. Also against Russians and Gypsies.

Hundreds of thousands Jews have been killed, thousands of Russians. It was a continuous practice, daily occurrence until WWII and

even after the end of WWII. Collaboration of many Ukrainians with the German Army is also well known. Many SS units were comprised

by former Russian army Ukrainian soldiers. Majority of guards in all nazi extermination camps were Ukrainians. Political coup in Kiev

2014 wasn't a natural event, but well planned CIA orchestrated with induced Nazi ideology event to create terrorist groups to act against

Russia. Like everything else different foreign powers tried against Russia in the last 200 years or so, this attempt has failed too with a

heavy price for Ukrainians.

And this was just a warning to Washington. As for RIM, this type of KKK-type organizations have always existed and exist in many

countries. Also NOTHING NEW. Nothing special. US needs to deal with their own KKK type groups and not advise Russia how to deal

with RIM. BTW, Ukrainian neonazi regimen has +ags and uniforms with SS symbolics. What else there is to say. CIA wanted to turn the

quasi state(ukraine) into another Afghanistan. Unfortunately for thugs in Washington, concentrating on their puppet, they haven't

learned good enough the history of Russia.
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BicycleBoy
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Add as Friend  Send Message

* Is Russia on a noble mission to quash the thugs? * What is wrong with the Ukrainians protecting their territory? * It appears

there is a concern with the US dominating an independent Ukraine. But will that be any more of domination than relations with

European countries? The commercial relations will be much better with an independent Ukraine which is what it appears we are

trying to do. * Is it Woke and hubris to try to pick sides based on its being perfect without any bias because neither side is

perfect.
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Mcstabile maybe you should ^nd another website. Dr. Mercola’s article has more to do with health than you realize. Bravo Mercola and

Trump for being truthseekers.
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mcstabile
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Dr. Mercola why don't you stick with health issues, because you are beginning to sound more like Trump everyday.
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rakey64
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And the problem with him sounding more like Mr. Trump is what exactly? I love to learn from patriots and America lovers that are

trying to make a change for the better by educating us about ALL subjects!
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